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ABSTRACT
The advantages of teaching beginning reading with

the use f the Initial Teaching Alphabet (i.t.a.) and scme of the
questions whicl are raised pertaining to its use are discussed. The
difficulties !ic.;, mwrirrniaren kexpic-Lcr_ lualning to read with
tLalitional urthogranhy (T.0.) are pointed out. These include the
variety of patte!:ns for any one letter and the different sounds
represented by the same letter. In contrast, i.t.a. is always
lowercase and has 44 characters which consistently represent sounds
of the English language. It is shown that efforts were made to retain
as many of the characteristics of T.O. as possible; thus all but two
of the Roman alphabet characters are used, and 15 of the 20
augmentations are similar to T.O. In addition, the top half of the
letters have been left almost undisturbed while the discriminating
features of the row letters are in the Ewer 11,.+1f of the line of
print, a characterist &c which facilitates tran::-ition to 1.0.
Questions pertaining to later reading are concerned chiefly with
transition to T.O., learning to spell correctly, and the graspiag of
etymological roots present in T.O. The author presents his view that
spelling and etymology can best he taught after children have
acquired fluency in reading and there is no neel to teach either
beforE the transition to T.O. has been made. (CH)
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independent of all commercial interests. The Foundation provides a
variety of services to Local Authorities and teachers. ;%mong these are:

1. The provision of general lectures on i.t.a.
2. Workshop courses for teachers.
3. A number of pamphl:ts and leaflets on i.t.a.
4. The i.t.a. Journal.
5. Film 'The Forty Sounds of English'.
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LEARNING TO READ:
AN EXPERIMENT

This paper is about a particular augmentation of our familiar lower-case Roman
alphabet, and about a particular research which is now proceeding, with the object
of finding cut w ''eiher greater success in learning to read will be achieved by children
in their earliest attempts if this augmented Roman medium (i.r.a.) were used and if
the normal medium, Traditional Orthography (T.0.) were withheld until they
had developed skill in reading in i.t.a., and established confidence.

So here is a specimen of ita, (a 40-sound 44-character low er-case Roman alphabet,
produced by the N1onotype Corporation as pair of their tz Joint Ehrhardt type face

;,111ercae, ordinary and semi -bold, and in majuscule, ordinary and semi-bold).

this is printed in an initial teaching alfabet, The purpoi ov
ttet!, miet teo rcfofivi ririr spellii), but to) impaos-

the lcrnit1 ov r«diq. It is intended that when the beginner has atjttcvd
the sucscss ov fkoensy in this spefhially «xy form, his fuctucr
ptogress Jho(l conficnd Is') reedit) in the present alfabcts and
spelliqs (v. Merit emir.

if )cu; hay red as for as ibis, the nue inc«lium will has preo.vd to)
yco several point: The [must important ov whidt ix that vv), at eny rxt,
hay «xily ma:(1 the thami from The ordinary minim alfzbet with
conycnIhional spelliqx with systematic spellig.

.tulkoritalke .45spices

the research project in question has been launched as a joint enterprise by the
Uniwrsity of London Institute of Education and the National Foundation for
Educational Research in England and Wales. Professors Lionel Elsin and 'IV. R.
Nibleit, the Director and Dean of the former, and Dr. \V. D. Wall and 1)1. Joyce
Morris, the Director and Officer responsible for :'calling Research of the latter,
form the responsible CAmintittee, together with Professors P. E. Vemc n and Sir
(aril Burt, the eminent educational psveholneists, and Professor D. II. Fry, the
well-Lnow n phonetician of University College, London. 1 ni) self serve the Committee
as an amateur all-rounder.

the Minister of Education, and the Secretaries of the Asuxiation of Education
Committees and of the National Union of Teachers, have blessed the project. '111e
Press, not only of Britain but of the world, gate it a %cry fine send-off, when it was
announced on 13th June, 1959, and since then many people prominent in education
and literature, such as Heads of Dcrarirr.cnts of Education ar.i 1 English at Universities,
Principals of Teachers' Training Colleges, Chairmen and members of Education
Committees, Chief Education Officers, base commended the rseareh, and indicated
provisional co-operation.



Recruiting the Participants

For statistical reliability and a convincing answer from the research, we shall need
as many as 3600 child volunteers (2400 in the research classes using i.t.a., and
1200 in the control group), and recruitment will involve a corresponding number of
parents and .:eachers.

The Research Officer will thus be faced durinj the preparatory period v ith a major
task in publ:c relations. Assisted perhaps by others sach as myself, he will have to
explain the facts of the research fully, and conscientiously, to committees, parents,
teachers, and the Press, so that a reasonable and thereby lasting decision may be taken
in this important matter.

A Rehearsal

As a rehearsal, I shall now ask )vu to NIJUINtiVt, Zo VC d IIIU tILI5 Ur ;,..ii-
viduals, each responsible, as parent or guardian, for a five-year-old child due to start
schooling in a few months' tine.

First, i would emphasize ti you that feadi,,E, is .1 tt.4, tlIllitUlt task indeed for the
tender brain of your small child, nut nevertheless, well within his or her capacity.
Your child has already learnt to understand the English language, of which he knew
not a single word five years ago, and only a few words three years ago. An almost
miraculous achievement at sit tender an age, it indicates that he is not only educ,,ble
but a linguist who is capable of learning to read. Reading is no more than under-
standitvr the printed equivalents of the spoken word which he already understands;
and given the same SUCCCFS, self - satisfaction and self-confidence in the beg:iming,
there is no reason why he should not succeed with the written language as completely
as with the spoken.

Prevalence if Reading Diflienhirs

You may suppose (and he snorting contemptuously under your breath) `01 course
try child will succeed!' But unless he is exceptionally lucky, and the group exception-
ally talented, he will he in a class in which every second child will experience so much
difficulty that even after two whole years of work in the 'Infant Department' he will
still be stumbling and will pass to the Junior School, doomed either to failure in
effective reading, or to a hard and long struggle throughout the next four or f..e year.;
in the junior School, which will leave little opportunity for that educational progress
which will be the foundation for the all-important t .; examination.

''able (V.1) from kraling in the Prinur School, by Dr. Joyce Morris.
READING STANDARDS AT TIIE BKONNING OF

C.K.II.4. (1946 AGE- (4V11.1)

Standard No. of Chillren

Sc11001,

Per.-eNt,v
Book 4 and aia,xc 1644 544
Books 2 and 3
Bock t and below

797)
381

I37S 264)/9.2
ac6
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You will sec that about half the children have not passed even Book III of the
reading series they were tackling. (Experienced teachers regard Book IV as the
beginning o;* true reading.) This page of Book III of one of the series in oucstion
is an indication of what even the most successful of the 45.6 per cent find to he
within, or nearly within, their ability after two years' effort.

THE PANCAKE

good after cook

rolled every began

A big fat cook made a big fat
pancake.

Near the cook were seven hungry
little boys.

whit vsaiit, Re:IdIng'?

There is need to explain what is meant by the technical terms 'backward reader',
'illiterate', and 'failure as effectise reader'. this audience might find

it incredible that in a supposedly literate country there should he this degree of macs
failure, and that esidence should hase lxcn published otli falls to disclose it.
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This Latin inscription slums that there arc tmo halves to effective reading first
the nirch:Inirs of visual signalling, the recognizing of the shapes of characters and
their phonetic value, irrespective of meaning, and secondly, the son,IPA-s of the
message mhich the signals arc intended to convey in meaning. There mill, in this

+1V.p ii.v LVSQVLRO MAN
" 1 N'itf''CA,F....A,).1 Q IN/1N Eiv'AElr;WiA'AE
LI TRA EA NI ()AVG G E RM-f )C K:01'ONTik
NIA'?( i tviCiTRI tiP0-1.5\'f!li PVICOSVIPP.

;ADbECIARANINN4 ANTAIALTifyt)i N IS
maNsEriocyqA -6.40 ii\JSS1ITA) */E-,'

r",..._.,,. .

.

"Oi , . V , %re
''',..- 'II "-

siNAT\.:s.popviAs()\;::R()N,A\vs
INII) CAESAR! [)I \'I NI,It1..11, I,

RAIANO AV(; GERM 1)ACICO
1IANIN1()Tit1131)()TNVII.1\11)-VI.C()SV1.1)1)
Al)DECLAIONDVNI01'ANTAI,A1 TITV1)INIS
MONS 1:1 1.0CVS TAN IRVS SIT 1:AASIVS

ITJS ()PURI

audivnee, he univcisal suceess in the meslialileal half noimilihstmilinc . that the
pass.1,:e is in Latin, hut in evert this audit nee ..11 re will 'Aide range, in tine sciwinfic-,

from an immediate and eomplete eumpiehension to a Hank insomsichensior the

hek crommprclicn,ion arisMvt, because it is in Latin, a Language wilsr.omn reader.

Is another inst,inee, rime aict,,ose m.111 Lin 1Cddrill11.11, A in Le but with
stoic and incomplete understanding. Such people mill concede that it requires but
little diminution from rompletc comprehension to reveler lhe evercisc of rearing
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French irksomethus they could not read French for pleasure, and in that respect
they resemble these non-effective fifteen-, twenty-, even sixty-year-olds who do not
read because there is no fun, only hard work, to be got out of it.

The Table on page 8 of Standards of Reading 1948 -56 -- Ministry of Education
pamphlet No, 32--shows that at the fifteen-year-old stage no less than 25 per cent
arc found to he failures as effective readers, and therefore that one in four of the
children in the class will be likely to join their dispirited ranks.

PI:1'1LS Actu FIHTEN

Ca"egory De5( rip.tion Percentage

1948 1952 1956
.1 Superior 9 9 9

II .Average -I- 34 39 43
C Average 27 22 23

I) Backward 24) 25) 21)

i . ' .m.mJ-11iLidic 31.1
51

4 3t) 4( 25
Illiterate.

I
I,

TmAt. 300 100 100

Viewed in this light the headings 'Average -1-', 'Average ' in the above Table are
seen to he irrelevant. Even at the one extreme, in say a Congo village, and even at
the tother extreme, in a Senior Common ROOM at a University, the same percentage
{So per cent) would he found to be 'above average' and the same 'below average'.
What, however, relatively matters is the degree of ability of the group among which
such pair of averages are calculated, and how wide arc the departures, in the bottom
quartile, from even that average.

The relevant definition of the standard of effectiveness in reading of a fifteen-
) car-old, talon from Reading /fh/ity, page 34, and repeated in use for Standards of
Reading, 194s -56 _

IlarOraril readers are 'Anse Ichae reading ase is Irina, 12'0.1 ears and aho.ce9.0.years.

Serni-hterate reader,. ale those who.: reading age is 7o or greater, Put less

ryo fear.;.
Illiterate realer! arc those whose reading age if less Man 7.: year!.

Even the best of those fifteen -year -olds in the lowest quartile have a reading age
of only t 3+, and the rest of them are even worse, and go down as low as Infant School
loci- an ,r1.(rItee standard well bell-,v what MC would rceml as effective.

I sill shoo what it is to be a backward reader. fly verbal coincidence, this may
be done by exhibition of a passage to be read backwards:

SHIT 1).1i R UT TIIGUO U01'
Read from right to left, the meaning is clear to those who habitually read: yet even
the habitual reader would shrink front rmling a 20o-page hook printed in that way.



These fifteen-year-olds are deterred in the same way by the mechanics of reading;
moreover they arc further deterred by the semantics, since because they have never
read effortlessly, their vocabulary and so their comprehension is poor, and their
reading thus both effortful and unsatisfying.

So it would be fair to put before the meeting the conclusion that reading success
fur any child is not to be taken for granted. It would also be fair, if impolitic, to point
out the undoubted connection between reading failure and emotional disturbance,
and some of the educational and social handicaps which follow.

Itv-pro.lorts of Indective Reading

'lire evidence is as yet incomplete, bat there is a case for suggesting that failure
might he the cause of emotional disturbance rather than the consequence. At all
events, the high correlation hcwccn reading failure and truancy, j(i,-cnilc dclingwqcy
and crime, is an admitted fact.

In short, those present may well he convinced that it would he wise to juin the
Minister of Education and others in believing that 'this piece of research is timely
and well worth doing'.

I UNTANIEN10,

What benefit 1113y we suppose that oilers to the child when first learning:
What are the harmful natures of T.O. which me suppose defeat the young child
and cause failure? Will i.t.a. benefit only those sr ho arc destined to fail with T.O.,
or w ill it enable all the others, too, to learn T.O. c%en more successfully lf a seem-
year-old child has learnt only i.t.a., boss will he fare when he comes to tackle T.0.?
Will ant one he worse off:

'These questions must be asked and pressed to the full rigour of cross-esar»ination.
I will not here tra%erse the ground which has been covered in articles in TAr

1.1ur7tionol Supplement (29th May, 1959), and the Tricire,-'s Irottl (26th February.,
t9fro), but attempt to-day answers from a rather different angle.

Trarldng .11rtholt

It is important to appreciate that 'teaching method' is no insolsed. Tbe teas her
is free to teach any sub get, including reading by is a , in w hate-cur way lie thinks
best.

The mere fact that lends itself tribal better than TO. to ;I method
is immaterial to the questie r whether the teacher should use a 'ph rather than
a 'look-and-say' emphasis .quallv, the fact (as will later he shover) that i t.a, also
Inds itself better to than T.O. is no reason for discarding a belief in
the importAnce of a phonic approach.

It has been suggested that it could be a mistake to csamine in a single research
two different factors because any success in licit-11211 a. could in the (sent be attributed
either to the one the phonic clement and the impros einem which makes reading
easier when tackled phonetically, or to the other-- the look-and-say (lenient, which
makes reading easier when ttc'cled that way; and there would remain uncertainty

a_-__



as to which of the two was the remedial factor. However, it is now generally accepted
that in the learning processes of the child, the look-and-, ay and phonic factors become
integrated in a timing and proportion which varies front child to child. Since, there-
fore, the learning of reading is a w hole in which both factors must play a part in a
von variable combination, it is wise that the research should use both factors in the
et aluation of any new medium (and i.t.a. is a new medium, not a new 'teaching
method') and with a variety of teaching methods whi'..n introduce various emphases
and timings of them. It is essential therefore that these two elements should he
allowed to play their part.

The initial emphasis will in all probability be towards look-and-say' rather than
phonic, 1- -icause this enjoys the greater favour at present among teachers of absolwe
beginners.

I, at any rate, welcome this; nit only because I belictu it to he the better 'point
of balance' of the two, but also because my belief is that i.t.a. lends itself so .weil to
look-and-say, initially as well as in the later stages, because by discarding capitalization
it eliminates variants. ...T.0.. by contrA,t ;;
recognize it) an unfavourable medium for lookand-say because of these variants; for
the essence of look-and-say is the establishment, by repetition, of a visual. :tattern
of pri. upon paper in association with meaningful and interesting messages.

I 'ariroi rf Pew/

If the success of look-and-say is based on association by repetition, dearly that
association will be established in the memory more SiOSS I). if visual images be
unstable and capriciously varied. TaLe any sentencr )ou like.

TAKE ANY sENTENcr YOU LIKE

take any sentence you like

arty dIntowt -Pike

Take Any

Take our

take

tidka

The first three words alone have I; nun forms, of which des en ate everyday oexur-
nees. In itny child's reader sou will find on the front cover, and it 'be first few

pages, man) variati,:ns of '.en the common conjunction 'and'. In two .tf the most
popular there arc no less than three in each, which has e been presented to the observa-
tion of the child, including the ampersand '&'. One of the shortest and easiest words
of the language, the indefinite article, has three look-and-say varieties, A a a. 'f he
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dctinite article has six. Here is a list of the ten most frequently occurring words in
the speech of your children:

Invariable
in i t.a.

THE The the IPLe, Vie a the

OF (If o a ,N

AND And and and & 5 and

TO to "ia- 3 to

A a a 3 a

IN In in Sgt 4 in

THAT That That that that t, at. 3ilitt; 7 that

IT It it St 4 it

Is is it, Ss lo

I S. IC

42 10

Note the instability Or their ii3uns in T.O. No less than 42 forms for to words,
of which 29 cor froht the child in his normal experience.

ft mould scent that i.t.a., with its deliberate standardization of form and elimination
of variety, has much to offer to the look- and -say beginner. Every spoken word in
your child's vocabulary will be represented in i.t.a. by (4:4 cez visual image: 2.11%1:0;
stable, the task of associating pattern with meaning (or--even unconsciously in
a series relationship, printed word to spoken word and so to meaning) ought to
he iocomparaft easier. The exact amount of di/TR-10:y engendered by the variety
of form in must of course he &um-tined esperimentally. flat it can hardly be
doubted that the ditliculty CNIstS.

1\t(. INSI114 R ATTONS

It ic, at any ute tentatively, supposed by neurologists that the store of meaningful
Assaciltions in the brain-cells is more closely connected with the ear and mouth than
with the cyc and finger, because language is first learnt by ear, and that further
additions to the vocabulary, c..en when fir isuaily, are usually translated into
an ear-and-mouth activity before reception into store.

']here arc man- instar.ces which show the c tent to which our reading. habits
tsersist in re:mailing auditory.

must here be silent co that sou may use sour alone in considering these nest
sentc nee: '1,a4 smoac gory mause and mauser, then the winter class arc corr..-



You may have read that in the S,11!chly Tin:es of 18th September, 1960. "Poor silly
old Ilcadle he jah'Jed in the needle and drew out a gallon of blood. The blood was
all runny and mixed un with honey and trickled array in the mud."

I tr ay now speak again to confess that the second of these two you cantor possibly
have read before, because it is nonsense, which I have created for tills very purpose.

Sile4 lie u,n g

May 1 not confidently suppoiic that, although you did not cspect a poetic sentence,
though the rhymes and line divisions were contra-indicated by the visual patterns,
and that the form of the printing appeared to deny the presence of any break with
the prose, before it or after it, von will all have picked up the scansion, the metre
and the rhyme being verse, and proved that you are on and all auditory as well
as being visual if In other words, even the most visual of u, cannot escape kon, our
auditory upbringing. May I he silent again, while 1 ask you to count carefully the
number of cfs in this sentence:

These functional fuses arc the result of scientific
investigation combined with the fruit of long expet-ie-nce.

I resume speaking to warn you that if you have not counted six, you hare counted
wroog. Try again. . . . There tire six.

Unless the trick was known to you, you will probably have omitted to count the
(ft in the two words 'or. You will, 1 suggest, hare been auditory rather than visual,
and will have counted only what you heard. Again, v.hat about the auditory puns of
Messrs. Wallace IIcaton on the rear of London's 'buses, such as meet our eyes when
the tear es arc turning colour: "This autum akc them happy -I Ionic

.1' In 6-legged Pr.ogroc

oar children, not being deaf mutes, arc auditorists, no less than y 1 he

retry benefit of alphabetic writing was that it enabled Oleo: two aspects of human
capacity to supplement each other in reading. EN,:ri if taught entirely by look-and-say,
the child will not:Wu:less, at his 0r,50 time, ;-L.gin a discern and take adrantage of
the alphaltic nature iii the material, and so wend his reading rot.abulaty to the
full pitteotial.

'I :he wonder is that any child should learn ht a phonic approach since TO. is
as unsuitable tor phonic as it is hor 1101-11141-sy..

For a phonic approach there must !)ca iclationship, not a dis-rclation-
ship, between the word s)mbol when spoken, and the ward when
printed: ht:, 'l .t). is full of dis-relationships and of twit kinds- -those
tvhirh falsek- imply a relationship which is not there, c.g., e'en

Reading and Reading (red h), ru d Ime, done, gone, one
(loon, (un, !pm, nun) etc., eti., and those which imply a

9



dis-relationship when there is a relationship, e.g., between many and
penny (meny, penny), over and mauver ((ever, moever).

It is advisable to point out that a phonic approach does not consist in making
children speak dab, rib, webdun, but in developing the child's ability to tackle an
unknown word (say the invented word Poppolli;rgton) by relating its parts, its syllables,
to the syllables of words which have already been mastered.

The range of syllables in English usage is more limited than we
suppose. Certain syllables arc not used, and certain others are much
commoner than the rest. There are 220 very common syllables. A
beginner therefore may enjoy very good opportunity and practice in
such common syllables, and, if the spciliq be systematic, may he
helped thereby to develop, with relatively little work, a visual-to-
meaning relationship over a field as great as 70 per cent of the language.
Ti. -se are related : band and sand, and cross-related to bend and
send, etc. Here, instances of systematic spelling have been chosen.
The point is, however, that so often the misleading spellings of T.O.
deny to the child the opportunity easily to build on such syllabic
relationships and cross-relationships which i.t.a., in contrast, con-
sistently affords.

T.O. Jr,'; the Ardiiorily

After all, what can the poor auditory element in every child make
of much of T.0.2 Ile recognizes the syllabic relationship of go, so, no
and then finds that any auditoriness in these consistent three, is thrown
into confusion by do, and by who.

The degree of the unreliability- of T.O. in the comimmest syllables
can he (Amplified only lw the use of a col spelling--as, for
cvarnple:

wens: once; 'tut: ought ; null: all; hco: who; wox: Was.

These 1.0. forms T11.11 he seen to he the ref. shociers which they arc, particularly
when we realize that has tried to differ as little as possible fii-om T.O., while et

not departing from consistent spelling. In this attempt the design 'it has been
based on the anal sic of phonemes and their most usual spellings which is set out
in \'ra' Sfyiks.g (hr Ripman & raisedised by Professor oa lel Jones, Prof( ',col'
11,111 d lama, Mr. Ilatiild Orion, Mr. Walter Ripman and myself, under the ( hair-
inanship of the late Sir (iilhert Murray) which, ith that purpose in mind, nhicetis Is
deteriumeil the iit I naish syllabic forms,

10



Perhaps now I may introduce the i.t.a. itself, in its alphabetic (rather than pho-
nemic) form:

The Initial Teaching /V.:ph:abet by rote
44 characters

Name Name
1. ar ain 25. s1 zess
2. b bee 26. mh1 svhee

3. e' kee
4. (I did 27. di chay
5. Ct. cell 28. 111 ith
6. f of 29. ill thee
7. g gay 30. 111 ish
8. It hay 31. 3 zhce
9. is ide 32. og ing

10. j jay 33. r' cr
11. k lay 34. a and
12. 1 cl 35. a at
13. in cm 36. nu and
14. 11 cn 37. c ct
15. ce ode 38. i it

16. p pee 39. o og
17. r ray 40. u ug
18. s css 41. co oot
19. t tee 42. co nod
20. uc unc 43. 011 oun
21. V vee 44. of oin
22. w wav

23. Y yay
24. z zed or xce

1 The four characters so marked pros ide altcrnatise characteriza-
tions for k, z, r and Inv. Their use is conservative of present (ortho-
graphy at little cog-because of their visual relationship to their
alternative forms. Thus 40 sounds on page 14 are in agreement with the
44-4 characterizaticns.

It nil] be noted that it has been arranged in order by rote' on the suppoition that
came teachers and parents may insist on teaching the alphabet by rote, even at that
early age. It is not necessary so early to leach it thos-, but tharls to this atrangement
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and nomenclature, wall charts can be pro\idcd which will allow the letter order of
the 26-character Roman alphabet to be rctainrd: the extension beyond zed or zee,
the renaming of Nos. 35-39, and the substitution of the appropriate characters in the
place of a, c, i, o, u and the re-naming of several characters w hich at present arc
n,isleadingly named (e.g. aitch becomes hay), maples the 44 characters to he taught,
if so desired, on the foundation of the existing 26-letter order.

The points to note are: (i) it wholly lower-case; (ii) all but two
of the Roman alphabet characters have been retained; (iii) there are 15
of the augmentations which are linked visually and auditorily to T.O.
In all there arc retained 24 Roman lower-case characters, and there are
20 augmentations-1 total of 44 characters.

111.:r Lower-'ilse?

Lower-case characters have been chosen, because they are those with
which the child will be most frequently confronted in book-.; and
because the presence of ascenders and descenders (i.e. letters going
above or below the x line) endows each printed word .with a more
discriminating characterization and makes them more legible than would
capitals.

,bvrnentdtious

Fourteen of the 20 augmentations arc 'digraphic' (e.g. (O.
Although they each stand on their on as a character (as w equally
does to a beginner) they appear to those already conditioned to be a
combination of two other characters. In every case those two other
characters arc the two which the objective study of Ripman & Archer
(referred to above) showed to be the most usual in the scpresentation
of English speech syllables, and therefore the most auditory. just as
w has been accepted by beginners as a character standing on its own,
and is not regarded a:, a digraph (which it is in factvY) the chill
may be expected to have no difficulty in accepting these digraphic
characters as being single 'characters', essentially characteristic (c g.
ant III is th: character ilk without association to the quite differ-en
chaeacters t, h and fh).

The other six augmentations arc not digraphic because there is no
heed for them to be; they therefore occasion even less disturbance.
Ripman & Archer, having imposed upon themelves (for the practica-
bility of printing in any printing office) a limitation to characters
ordinarily found in the printer's else (or ty rewriter), were forced to
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recommend a number of additional digraphs--c.g., dh, an, etc.
which they had to admit were disturbing innovations in T.0.e.g.,
weir fandherwhereas the cutting of new type forms allows i.t.a,

to print father in which a, ih and r arc augmentations.

The `Top Coast-live'

It should also be appreciated how skilfully the Monotype Corporation have managed
to locate in the lower half of the line of print what arc the discriminating features
of the new characters, and thus have left almost undisturbed what might be called
the 'top coast-line' 0 's and sentences. The discrimination at the Lwrr kvci is
well placed for the young ,nild whose early study will be of the wholeboth bottom
and top; the non-discrimination at the higher level is well placed for the child once
he has become familiar with word-forms, and is no more than glancing at the print
and then only at the 'top coast-line' of it.

The degree to which the 'top coast-line' is important to the sophisticated reader
and the lower half less important may he shown in the nest few lines.

ll hen nlICPti at 410 lIrofnnl 010 rr,illt
'Pi"' r.1,1 0110.111111,1,/s1.11 at till.

IL I') 11.10 Lk) Oc 4a: U1.1

(117,ell masked or the bottom the result is trsy to teal. irkeu Pods4.el at the top it if
sec): to l littler to real.)

Similarly here is the same :ream-tent applied to the epecimen on p. 1:

1113;6, nr.intnfl ;11 on initial trarhinn ..11f1h. roltrrtn, 01,;11

;r nor nr nnrt kr, clinner.r.1 ties rofr,r. air rennlVon 1.11./ 7orinnr,..nr

lorrvilt nv rent;,, it is itrIentionl 1-1. It her, 3.,n ,,1,,,,,1
the ,;(1.11 cult-enc., in 1111;c cnn141;111s. corn, 111;r (....ostItnr.

Ir(111,-, ale,oll P.!! elk rl 11,n nrnrrelt n11"nhntr nrol

cinoll;Inc rol Ihnt, crnl

II .1., teal 1541 0.1 I.," 41 1,11J, 1111. 111U, 111551..1U1111 .111 1140 Wk./JIM 1

imninan, no. littLJL illilinntdtit (Pi liat
55...1111 1116.4 11.011. Mk. VLUIlliall 1l,lllnn a11uvs. 11 1111

11I..4. 11'2111 3)31aAlatm.

If you loot again at the specimen you Dir.; note what elements have contributed -
and howto the feature of very easy reading, which insatiably comes as a ph aunt
surprise to those confronted with i.t.a. for the first time.

1 his feature is Rely to recommend it to parents, and also al.yors well fir t
transition from i t 2. ti) T.O.
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Before, hoe ever, we consider the question of transition from i.t.a. to T.0., there
arc two important further points both linked -with sound rather than with character.
llere, then, are the (40 + r) sounds:

The Alphabet by Sound
40 (+ P) sounds characterized

(phonemes)
Consonants Vowels and Diphthongs

Name Character Name Character
1. puh p 25. ak a
2. buh b 26. ahm a
3. tub t 27. ck c
4. dub d 28. aim x
5. kuh, kcc k, c 29. ip i, y3
6. guh g 30. cern ce
7. fuh f 31. ok o
S. vuh v 32. aub au
9. thuh lb 33. uk u
0. then Ili 3-;. ome o.:

1. sub s 35. oop ro
2. zuh z, X 36, oob (932
3. shuh .111 urdl cr, ir, tar, yr 1
4. /.1mh 3 uhl a, c, i, o, u, m, 110,
5. chuh 01 ar, Cr. ir, or, url,

cr, yr, aur, icrl,
6. juh j

7. muh m 37. ibc iriis
8. null n 3S. qo in ou
9. ling 13 39. o;m of

20. IA 1 4C-. um,: tic"
21. rub, cr r r
22. huh It
23. vs uh
24. yuh

NS'

I The neutral or obscure ON1 Cl urd (long) uh (short) for which the
characters if and a arc available (but arc not intended to be used in
i.t.a.), arc to he represented by a number of alternatives, as indicated
between Nos. 36 and 37 above, e.g.--

urd: fern, stir, burn, myrd (cp. ferry, stirrup, hurtle, myriad).
uh: vela, The man, xpril, kirldom, minimum, to), f.rrucl,

pillar, father, cliksir, author, orthur, mortyr, restaurant,
Jhrophier, figucr.

2 These three arc linked. ae = y + Co).
The unstressed ip is represented by the alternatives--

event, simile, pi into), munda., cbro-cj, as well as ht i & y.
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Alternative Characterization

This additional volume of characterization reading-wise was recognized from the
outset, but in designing anything it is impossible, in the one design, to gain the best
of all worlds, and it became apparent that a concession would be worth making for
what appeared to be substantial advantages in other features: and that the concession
of somewhat larger volume reading -vise was likelyif chosen with discretion -to
be a concession nu.re in theory than in practice,

After all, to allow more than one character for a single phoneme does
no great harmcertainly one not to be likened to allowing a single
character to represent more than its own single phoneme. For instance,
in numeration, the ability to choose between 2 (Arabic) and II (Roman)
may even be an advantage: in,great contrast, however, we must note
the confusion were there to be uncertainty 5% hcther to read 2 in three
values, e.g. as 2, or as 5 or 7 (as a may he read in pallid, pall, and
any)--a confusion which would clearly continue the present almost
intolerable burden on the child, and be a rejection of the very principles
at issue. No such concession has been made. Thus the .:oncession in
permitting a more than one-for-one characterization, and its sui.posed
difficulty reading-wise, is a very different matter, and one of an order
which can he shown to he probably insignificant, because easily tolerable
by the child particularly in view of the close relationships either
visually or orally, or both, which, in the great majority of the cases,
underlie the alternatives.

The fc!ni of letter, with its double 'es', ought to be an easy alter-
native reading-ise to Icier, because of the clear visual relationship
and because tautology can he a positive help. Moreover, while in T.O. the
two (fees and the two ens in midday and in innate have a relevance,
it is no handicap that in midden and in innoccn: they have none,
at any rate in practical comprehension. The second jull in jud3 does
not dilfec in sound from the first, but jub is in fact made up of the
two phommes Alt and and so the two final characters fur jar
in jud3 do no more than establish a two-for-two relationship which
reading-wise is no more than an extension of the alphabetism of (I and
3, and--if at allonly a minor addition to the volume of characteriza-
tion. Similarly in witdi and %%hid' we could split the two sounds
of (lark in the first Lase into their constituents tub and skull, but we may
here do even better and reduplicate the tuh by allowing tub to
remain in front of lull Jhuh: i.e. tuh-tuh-jhuh witch. Again, for the
Southern child (who pronounces no aspirate in hwen) the form when is
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read as an easy alternative to the first syllable of Wendy. Again, in the
sounds of corn, faun, it is true that a Southern child will require to
learn two characterizationshut what of two?

Ilunlreis of Ahem tites in 710.

There arc, in T.O., no less than E.5 alternative characterizations for
only fie two sounds is and i, varying from aisle, eye, :ign, choir, buy
to 19.e for the one, and from village, surfeit, definite, women, hnsiness to
physic for the other. IC all the vowels and consonants were to be so
treated in relation to T.O., there would he shown a formidable total of
alternatives facing the young child. A. J. Mir gives a total of 365
(379 14) `hetcrotypic representations', as he calls this volume of
alternative characterizations of our T.O. I its list is not complete, lint it
shows an average of nine for each of our 40 phonemes.

But that is not all. The child needs eventually to learn the alternative
word-forms produced by the variant characters. Ile has to recognize
A and n as variants to r and to recognize 13 and as variants to

etc. A total in excess of a thousand! An average of some thirty
different characterizations per phcnome is thus seen to be the task of
the T.O. At least 75 per cent of our children achieve this
miracle, so there must be a elegree of tolerance for at least a minor de-
parture from the perfection of single representation per phoneme. The
departure is only minor (only four more characters than there are sounds
deliberately represented) in the main purpose that of reading from the
characters. Toe relationship is thus the one-to-one system of a perfect
alphabet. Admittedly the relationship in the other (writing) diaction is,
even though very greatly improved, far front perfect, but this is of only
minor importance since there is no imposition on the child of a new
Procrustean orthryrapliy, either in the choice of sounds which he should
1% rite, or m the spelling of them when he has chosen. The ne-, spellings
arc after all only transitionaland transitional only for a short time.

lig:. 1-00 ,S;Wiple ?

Indeed, it is probable that a bigger 10111111C Of characterization;
reading-w ;sc would be tolerable. Indeed, at the end of the research,
when i.t.a. is itself subjected to critical examination, it is more
likely that the issue of a change +.01 turn on whether thci are ads antages
in increasing somewhat the volume of alternative char.ktcrizatiim rather
than in seeking to reduce it.



The consequential advantage from this admission of a small and
selective addition to the volume of characterization per phoneme is
great from two points of view- -that of the likely greater case for the
child in making the transition, and that of the acceptability of the
medium by the sophisticated reader. If the child will need to transfer
to the visual image letter, whyif little good is donepresent him
with leter ? After all, tautology is not mis-characterization. Moreover,
what significant advantage reading-wise is there to him anyhow? The
advantage in a one-for-one relationship conies mainly `writing- wise'
and when it comas to writing (as teachers will he the first to point out)
the young child not seldom writes Icier at present, even when taught
T.O. letter, and no teacher begins to take him seriously to task until
he has passed the reading stagewhich is after he has reached the target
which we have defined. If he needs to read eventually judge, witch,
when (and wen), corn and fawn, pity, and pitiable, what

advantage is there in not using the jud3, witch, when, wen; corn,
faun; pity, pitiabl, which will be more like T.O. (to which he must
become accustomed)? Moreover, such forms are in some cases more
correctcertainly for the child of Irish or Scottish parents.

Yr mouiatin iin,1 Ste Him

The mention of pronunciation leads to the consideration that further
consenatke advantages have been thereby achieved. i.t.a. is, for
instance, based on that carefully articulated, sometimes Scottish, speech
which is widely understood and accepted when delivered from public
platforms, the stage, over the radio, or on the talking film, ht t which,
it must be admitted, probably no child speaks in preekcly that form:
for instance, fern, burn, torn, when, munche, &ticket. The
edict is very conservative. The sound and the grammatical context in,
'I Ic said to me that he could see clearly close to, but needed glasses see

at a distance', arc in the speech of most speakers different. It is never-
theless proposed to represent all three of these identically. 'Close to' and
'close to me' are in meaning and syntax the same, earn though their
sounds in colloquial speech vary. Likewise, 'to see' and 'to mealthough
they are different parts of speechsound the same. 1%-hen he conies to
T.O., the child will need to read only one form- 'to'---and it would
surely be wrong to suggest that we should confront him with more
than one form in i.t.a. The ability to read the nth-nit-1 meaning from 'to'
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in 'dose to me' and 'close to' is both auditorily and visually aided by
maintaining a common form.

i.t.a. does not attempt to follow other variants in pronunciation.
'can I have the jam ?"Don't say can I have, say may I have . . The
accent on can has changed its sound (from corn to can) but not its
meaning. i.t.a, uses only one formcan.

The Neutral Vowel

Similar considerations anly to the neural vowel. Compare:

relar but relarity
deter but deterrent
sir but sirra
author but authority
uc3ue ry but ue3ucrius
JhropJhicr but

We can hear the neutral vowels (short and long) in the words in the
left-hand column, and can notice how in every case the sound of the
neutral vowel words in the left-hand column reverts to that pronuncia-
tion NS hich the form of the root-word and its derivative in T.O. appears
to indicate. There is thus seen to he reason for conserving et-, etc., in
fern, foiher, etc., etc , by treating the problem of the neutral vowel as
has been done in i.t.a. and as illustrated above.

Print, a Staniar:I Form : Speech, a Perrot:al Form

Print is not personal like speech, but mass communication all over the world-
and should, I consider, carry a common cons entional relationship between the aisual
and the meaning, giving an English-speaking-world-standard-form for what is an
English standard meaning. Print should therefore disregard dialect, individual
idios)ncrasies, and contextual and emotional departures from the normal. Com-
munication is what is essential, therefore standardintion clans ilr:nt-sound-meaning
ielationship which communicates is preferable to discrsification.

It is not an argument for discrsiFeation in print that speech itself is disuse. The
ser essence of speech is that it shall he personal and indisidualistic in order to
indi.-ate much ancillary informa ion which otherwise would not even be indicated,
but which print is able specificalb to coney. Print is able to overcome many of these
disadvantages under which speech labours--disadvantages caused by the fact that
inexorable and uncontrollable time has decreed that as bile raitta tn.:00,zerh velrnr.

The aoicc of a woman, the differences of sounds between the Nukes of one man
and another, the tones of irony, of banter, and of affectionspeech has its means of
indicatirqt (exert if not of precisely elnsesing) such information wi:h «rrecronding
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convenience and economy. Without meticulous phonetic transcription, print cannot
hope to convey the sound of such speech differences; nevertheless it is able, with
format (e.g. printing the name of the perrona eirarnatis within brackets) to convey
--and with certaintyfrom whom the message proceeds.

Again, format oar he used in print where variation o' sound is used in speech,
Emphasis may be indeated by italics, bold type, or spaces. type.

In shorthand, the experienced reporter, hearing an iro ical tone, will indicate the
fact pc.itivcis in his notebook, and will use third person reporting to record that,
'speaking jocularly, Sir Arthur flbrde told his audience that Mr. Pitman, and the
w lick audience, were clearly off their rockers!'

No attempt has been made in i.t.a. to indicate such ancillary features of speech
oxen stress. This latter would involve diacritical marks, which surely are unsuitable

fie children at the beginning. Print ought, I suggest, to seek to record any (but only
one) common norm which is one of those clearly understood throughout the width
of the English-speaking world, and ought to do so with a minimum of frills. lo,

abolishing the dts-relations of I.O. we ought not to go too far. The purpose is not
to transcribe speech differences, but to teach the recognition of print, and establish
a working relationship between print and meaning, linked not all that perfectly to
the speech.

Cnritrreborpon, Orr 01,jecti,r

It would he a great mistake to confront the young child with diversified forms,
seeing, moreover, that standard form.; have worked for centuries, and that there is
no evidence that the child has sufferedindeed, the probability is that he has gained.
It must be desirable to confront him learning-wise with that i.t.a. form whi-h looks
most like that standardized lower-case form cf T.O.--and an form which is
immediately e,qedityl auditory, because it represents the speech of someone who,
if speaking that form, would be easily understood by the child. What Bernard Sham-
said about speech is no less true about characterization: The vowels used by the
Inglich "arc as sarious as their faces x et they understand one another's speech well
enough for al' pro stical purposes". It is comprehension which matters.

At any rate, that is what is proposed for in the research. It happens that it is
the polky which sas adopted K th in Pitman's shorthand (and proved in use to er
period of 12 5 scars) and bx Ripman & Archer in their Neer Ste/brig. The i
spelling is based on their DictiNury rfVen, Spellingthough of course amended,
vturatic mplan.hs, for the departures which the cutting of special tape has made
possible-- and my preference in a few instances for the vowel classification used in
my grandfather's shot thand, a classification which has been accepted and proved for
so long, and in all English-speaking areas of the v odd.

1 further point of conservation has to do with relationship between
s isual images. Clearly some of T.O.'s upper-case letters resemble their
lower-case equiyalents. 1-.or instance, S, s : C, c arc clearly related;
F, f X, /, while less closely related, arc yet more closely *elated than
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is A to a or B to 6.. It would seem probable that the young child
can sec the resemblances of characters, even if they are different,
provided the difference is not too great.

If so, then (z.ss) x has much to relate it with (zed) z, and (cr) r
with (ray) r; also (way) w with (oot) o and (ood) co. Admittedly, r
adds to number of sounds with more than one characterization,
but there is thought to be a visual relationship close enough to justify
the alternatives, and so to yield a further conservation.

In the case of w, o.), and co there are three different sounds and
three different characters, and so there has been no departure from the
one-for-one relationship: it is rather that the similarity of the three
sounds can conveniently be ,Litched by a similarity in the three
characters.

A comparison of the specimens on pp. 1, 22, and 23 (in which c
has been used for keej with the specimens on pp. 24 and 25 (in which
i._: has hccn used) shows how great is the conservation with c adoircd:
moreover, the filets disclosed by Ripman & Archer of the incidence of
k and c to represent the phoneme kirk in T.O. male it apparently
worth while to accept the tentative opinion expressed ahme, that there
is a margin of further tolerance by the child for alternative characteriza-
tions, and to ads pt c in parallel with k for the material to be used in
the expel-in-lend classes. This will be the only departure from the
principle-- eidruced in all other cawsthat alternatic characters
must he either isually or aurally in apparent reLtion. Reading is, after
all, a practical art in which principle ought not to he pushed to
theoretical extremes.

So much for the alphabet, which is laigely an adapt.nion of the
original designs of Sir Isaac Pitman and .1. J. Ellis.

To sum up: C'e imariability of the ir.a. fcrins r titnt tic help the
teachers, and rr1 (4-Airco: the IrL,h character, and /IL. ;vaditf,rine,..,;

o;),:lit tohelp teacher, and that .11.10111,1y cementp er h,l to LCIrl /f11(.1'!iY1(11:

the 1,1A1 Jr(1 thiS011(11101-1 4,(1.!11( t.. wlchlenxnt (1L11 (4111.1, and 11-.11,C rcadinL cait.r

?/1 thileirtn. not mar th.,ke 1811., now tail, but for tlifoo: 1.11 n,ro.

. Ir 1!

here remain,. th,:n %.,hcihr:r those: ,i( m'Irc early lcarr. ter RR' in
.1. actll rce a I I e any price 1 r ki]eh s'o..-ec,s 11 ill ti ce erc...t:Lter dilheu1t, at

Irer learning I.. read Tr), in Icarnin to 4,171(4.0) in and in
t; ei.r.r.t.o,..al r 1, v.1.1ell arc precr, in 1



At present, children aged between five and seven arc continually
mis-spelling wordsnot to mention other 'children' of all ages! Correct
spelling is the product of much reading and much writing, both of which
can begin only when the mastery of the reading of those words has been
gained. Correct etymology needs to he taught and then to he developed
through llumcy in speech and reading with its consequent experience.
As in the case of spelling, it is best taught after the transition. At this
still tender age they arc equally unaware of etymology. A few infant
prodigies may be aware of the relationship o; 'synthesis' to ,e,,0E-7,c, but
even they will need to have been taught it, for its relationship in print
is certainly not there. But if it were desired t teach it to the very young
before transition, Correct etymology is learnable tcgardl:ss of reading
ability. Take the case of synthesis (Eng/ish) (Greek): not
only is there no visual relationship between the syn of T.O. and the

of lower-case Greek writing, and also a poor relationship auditorilv
hetween such and sin, but the relationship may he taught (in sixecb)
to an illiterate. In speech, the Fal,,lish form n may he taught as
related to the French speech form nasyon (and this can be appre-
hended by a blind man able to speak both French and English). Front
this emerges the conclusion that such relationships may be successfully
taught regardless of print-formi.t.a., '1.0., or any other. In any case,
within the relationship of visual forms what more dissimilar basis
for Nisual relationship could there be than synthesis and

(Gret)?- unless it be nation (Epixfish) and NATION (French)!
Etymologies may indeed be taught before transition to T.O., but there
would seem to he nn advamagc and no need to teach Ihem thus ',ark,

11,tiv

'There remains the question Vs haling learnt to read os fast
and of later, there will he a tendency for the child to eat er
habits, if formed (perhaps the te,ellir will bo at pains to ieduce ant
habit filtration), into T.0. wilting. The research weals to .iscot.lin
the facts, but -it air rate it 111,1% he oh ;it Ned that habits Set111 to coin-
partmentali/e thein,chc,. No one carries ii)cr his ti,st
automatically. FAcryone uses discretion in the choice of firirms. Time
are Si of the detiniie article, but the choice is alone s made:
Op: fact that, sit), the was Ito nt and habituated dm.: not condition
the child against the others. TIIE, The, and the ;04 appal Link take
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their place naturally. After all, a bilingual child is able to switch
from French to English, and vire versa, without any confusing carry-
over, just as we so switch from lower-case to upper-case and vice versa.
Perhaps teachers may be at pains to avoid habituation, in oV, iV1111S,

null, etc., by selectively stimulating the writing of the wholly regular
but, did, had, got, etc., and the almost regular the, been, whid),
etc., but it would appear to tic an unnecessary precaution: spelling, like
etymology, may---it would seembe taught best (and as effectively
taught) when reading has been achieved and after the transition.

the transifhon

hou will the seven-y«r-oald Lhield far when fast with T.O. ? will skill
in the wun no ilium hcc transferahl to) shill in the second, mor
compleks wun?

IC ask y(0) t(1) follie mac Wurdx in i.t.a. upon the screw. in the
transiThon from i.t.a. it is important to wane/ that the &cid will ler)),
not a holly unturn printed langwa:j but wun with %.hiLh h is aulredy
lorilv familiar. src liul nue lerniq is involvd that the transiJhon prosess
aut to brc regarded as adjustment rather than nue lernirl.

an iogliPman landig i n nue York dos not ]ern A nue spreken l a m g wit:j
as a frequnan wont: h« simply adjusts his ekspeeta:Jhons to) a fue
(filmic\ in a sp« LI) with which hie «rx or when\ lex familiar. lick-

tex the chichi will simply adjust his ekspccujhons to) a foe
Jaujex in a 1'110011 langwa2j with which his its or familiar. indeed, the
degree ov adjustment to) than] in print lariqwxj is probably less for a
chichi than that rckwierd iov an inglijhruan hircriri American spo'
or ov an itineriean, versa.

1 ha\ tcrth tqo rCptc\cilt It.lylijh and T(A1f1 in parallel
lien;, in the iAternaJhonal fonetie alfabit, to) s« the deur« ov dif

pit I a 1.10 Lir!i I.,11 1,111

P 0.1 I.:IA .-
pawl past her fort,.. fetticl acrrs ov nutly !Iraq postucr not 11r1.1

NI.li no i,rr
,r1 !Lt

oftcr stair got thlr



commuenleafhon at a MCCtit/ ov CommonweI(h premiecs is effectiv;
(even thee Canadian, australian, Indian, west African, and 113gliJh
pronunsiajhons introdues dunjes ov grxt varieety, as well as ov &gra.
thus, the ability ov the hueman (Cr and bran, as it wer to) tuen in,
and me for «Ars- lailgtva:j m«niqfeolly, cannot bre in kwestion.

ie and bran
ciccrly the ie and bran can (IN) 'Movies: (even mor sae hecaux whielst

for the cer, ever-flich) tient cuts fhort the siftig ov probabilitis and
forthwith destroix the opportuenity to) recaptuer the evanesent sound
for the ie, spa's alluus as mud) tiem rs me bee desierd and nwentzens
in permanent recor? the printed patterns which the is ma: r«-vue, and
the bran study, ad lib.

ntanin and contest
nor must the value ov contast bc< xverlotta when estima:tirg hut:

«sy the transifnon will b«. word-patterns which inelrod dicgrafs
tj, etc.) tarot' present me difficulty. for egsampl, when

the (hield's stns ov probability formes the definit orticl, and then his
icx fiend the whir h« is aspectig the, the adjustment ov rceog-
nijhon and comprehenjhon will Jhucrly 1)« ecsy. ((yen what-, at the
beq..,nit) ov a sentens, hr.( will ha confronted with The, the adjustment
will still ha «st---particuelarly if ha has bun taut for `substitueti---
and that t has aulme T as its aulternativ form. (even the usher earacters
aut to) present littl difficulty. if his r«diq or speech vocabudary is
!Trod end for aspect the wurli 9.1<viettSy' hcc 11111 Pwerly not fiend
fluency an insueperahl !turd' for after aull, that form is a lesser
depurtuer from whot h«- aspects than is flo-)ensy to) yor). aull the
caractels ov fluency or familiar for him, wharas the caraeter (0)
(in f 'courts)) woc w can hrully outsied yo.or prey this asp« r 'tens, and wos

1.111 which yo) appr:Lht with 11011 (A' the pi eparatoly tor (hilt and
drillirl which suppas the shield 'ail! rcs« v, if asporriens in
the f«1(1 pro.o x it to b« «yen raw kid. morruier, if chi; preparatory
tudlitt Wef tin hoc conficnd to) ccniy the 120 (iv the commonest

which present much as 910.0 oy (Ty passaj oc
continueus inulilh ma: It« mid It') 1) imm« dimly recogniusahl.



dominans ov !wenn]
in ril2S 1-(0) (1(aIt the dominans ov manii,i and tontekst auhroest in

deficans oy the form, tirk a ink at /In( x :

PARIS

IN THE
THE SPRING

PLEASE

MIND THE
THE STEP

in berth Lases thsr is a major mistsk in form. do) yo) spot it? if yo)
do) not, y(o) ma: tons(el y(o)rself that the. m« is sce r that 1(9)
hay fold to) rustis that in bulh tssex the NvuRis 'filE THE hay 1)«n
printed instcd ov TfIE: v(o) hay fors(c n whot is probabl, and msd
ycor is s(«unly what is probablwhot yo) wont for a sensihl messsj.

111c Lss has b«n jhuerly establifhtthat oenly adjustment is rustled
bic the Odd, and that adjustment in tontekst is mor(ever possihl,
and iralad ((xy. monever, WI( J11(od remiend ourselvx that in ekspettin
the Chichi sjd seven to) reLogniel prohabilitis, and to) adjust atiordiqty,
)s«- ar askig very mud) less than me mod utherwies has askt ov him
at a mud) less mauler iej. at the aj CA' hey NS.(c mod uthermicx haw
eksputed him so.: to) adjust within T.O. with aull its Lompleksitix, and
to) ink frukwent transi.thonx be(wrcn hicly ,_licyers patterns, e.g., the
and THE. moRever, at seven li(c will cnjoi the enormus advontsjes
addifhonal to) that n grater matuerity aad eh.,,c(riens, Lumiq from
the tonfilens and satisfasilion whiLl) will has aLtrood from past sulsess.

aGsn In OW SEtitcos which iN such wa: as to) proDues
word pat't'erns Never befur S( N, wee ins obkly Lou wUnderfode
the bran ALscpts the dunj, Ild nests pro/lability and sullStitufhon
in .1 sul'1 cstf.ol adjustmenT.

sentens, however- -bctaus it maks nee '421)..., eI VC;1 lire

protinurP.;ahl -NA:11 probably h(( horde( to) recd

NIAGA KC .113 EM OC t)N El' 11, I. 1 NV

unless, ay our ether cosainpl, (9) r«..1 it from net to) left.
:4



and whet about `13pi.,0,p; orb ai,77-cps-1 mhich enywun hc:23 'Ices grcch
taratterx will without diffil:ultv recd ax the igglijh mccnig brutiterx
and sisters?

()only the resertit will flux whether the transiflion will in faLt hcc ax
asy as th«x Lonsiclerkthons iruVA-at at eny rtt, it mod appccr from
tests with kwiet yin) Children boo hay only rccsently attamd the
bectinnirjs or flaocnsv in TO. that that, nee less than yoo adults, as iC

lurp, has been .r...b1 to3 adjust tha2r reedit] ability tco inLleoxd i.t.a.

Pre Penalty Ntralry

I have tried to he objective, but I recognize that in this field appearances may be
otherwise.

In the days of Galileo the proposition that the earth should no longer he held to
he the centre round which the sun and stars rotate was revolutionary. In this proposi-
don that T.O. might better he taught through i.t.a. there is that sante combination
of a novel approach co an apparently closed subject: a novel approach, moreover,
which appears to be in conflict with what everyone supposes to be a generally accepted,
indeed an axiomatic, truism, and an approach which challenges habitual thinking
and so arouses the emotions of those who suppose themselves challenged to defend
existing habits and to protect themselves from the disturbances, pain, and even loss,
which they belies e, however wrongly, to be imminent.

Vo Cause fc,r ,darer

I believe that, notwithstanding the Galileoesque context, I hate succeeded in keep-
ing myself objective. Moreover, my motive's arc transparent. I seek only the benefit of
the young child who has not )et learnt to read. This is no reform of spelling: nothing
need be reprinted in this medium. The only effect will be upon the hooks and papers
designed for children who cannot as yet read fluently. Even then the copyright in
the characters has been made free to all; any printer is free to buy- matrices at the
normal price from the Morotype Corporation, and it is hard to suppose that the
expected gain of the many will be offset by a loss to he sustained by cecn a single
person.

Not .Sirlliris Refurot

It is not even a 'thin end of a spelling reform wedge'. In so far as the design of
iv.a. was directed to make as easy as possible the !earning of T.O., ir a. is thereby
made less suitable for that other purpose. Mouser, I see ro lscrelit to any literate
adult who jettisoned his crcsent habits and conicricrices in 0. and needed to stilt
at the bottom to acquire new ones in i t a. On the cc,ntrary, I ant well -known to
favour Bernard Show's pciii\isal for leasing alone bat adding to it as a proposed
better aheinative a ri.m-rontaiiic alphabet, and I ant thus ,cc n to he adsansing
it a. for only its soy limped piirposc. '1 here:. ought to he therefore no (.311,C to for
i.t a.-- even if it cure to ticeorne unix,. (sail,. used in the carp tears of teaelting reading.
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i.t.a. FOUNDATION COURSES

All of the Foundation's courses are based on the most up-to-date material available.
They are constantly surveyed and revised in the light of the best classroom practice
and latest research findings. They are conducted by experienced members of the
Foundation's Panel of Lecturers. Full details can be obtained from:

The General Secretary,
i.t.a Fiundation,
154 Southampton Row
London, W.C.I,

II) Terrell( rs. I Vol A shops

The Foundation's workshops programme, lasting 61 hours, is adequate for preparing
teachers V6ho wish to use i.t.a. either in infant or remedial settings. The course can be
run in one full day, at a we.tkend or over several evenings. It is suitable for a maximum
of 60 teachers.

(2) Tcaclrtra' SCM111(11%1

The Foundation recommends that teachers using i.t.a. should meet three tines in
their first year to compare their programmes and to discuss the most suitable methods
and materials for use in the classroom, The Foundation can arrange for an experienced
member of its Panel or Lecturers to attend such meetings as chairman or ads iser.

(3) General tecinres

The foundation can arrange suitable lectures or talks for groups such as teachers'
meetings, parent-teacher meetings. societies interested in education, or general audi-
ences. These talks are gisen by experienced members of the Foundation Panel of
Lecturers, and arc especially useful 3.khcre i.t a. is being introduced .o a si:hool for the
first time.

(41 i.t.a. Corr, .spondence G..nr+e

The Correspondence Course has been specially prepared for leaaliers tali°
may find it difficult to attend an id.a. Teachers' 'Workshop. The course explains in
detail shat i.t.a. is, what it can and cannot do. It pros:des instruction in the formation
of the i,t a. characters and hos', to suite in i.t.a.: it gists adequate practice in trans-
literation and guidance in the introduction of i i.a. in the classroom. It deals fully
silk all normal and remedial situations.

1 fie i l a. le,1111'01

C l t a. Journal enables readers to keep in touch pith all the latest deselorincats
in i t a. at Lome and userseac. It conlamc satiable arricles icaclicrs on
current clas,room practice, logctk:r with i.ummario, and siari.cc of most reccnt
rest aid) Iir ings. F rem lime to time It Includes norrcc, of nets books in and about
i t a . an up-to-dare hool. list of r it a pH, mionc and of suitable marcriak
and rTraratus. Pine :.00.age 4,1.



i t.a. Film

An Li.a. film 'The 40 Sounds of English', is asailaele for hire. It has sound and
full colour. Its running time is about 25 minutes. A showing of the film makes a most
suitable prelude to a Teachers' Workshop. It can also be shossn ssith advantage at

talks and lectures. Hire charge )9s. 6d. from

Sound Services Ltd.,
Fingston Road,
Merlon Park,
London, S.W.19. (Telephone: 01- -542 7201)

Lt.a. Book Exhihirion3

Exhibitions of i.t.a. books can be arranged by the National Book League. Please
send requirements to.

National Bock League,
7 Albemarle Street,
London, W.I. (Telephone: 01-493 90011

Smaller bu" represcntatise exhibitions arc shossn by the Foundation's Lecturers at
Teachers' Workshops.

i t.a. Foundation Publication

No. 1. An Introduction to the Initial Teaching Alphabet' . Price 9d. postage 4d.

No. 2. 'Learning to Read' by Sir James Pitman . . Price If- postage 4d.

No. 3. 'The Future of the Teaching of Reading' by Sir James
Pitman . .

No. 4. As Difficult as ABC' by Sir James Pitman . .

No. 5. 'An Appreciation of the Syr/pos/10n' by Sir
James Pitman . . . . . . Price 6d. postage 4d.

Price I/- postage 4d.

Price If- postage 4d.
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